Evision E-Commerce V3

Increased online customer engagement
through a higher performance in your shop
Speed of integrated data communication increased 10+
times

FA S T E R W E B S H O P
Speed in calculating customer
specific offers is important to
give the customer a good feel-

Unlimited number of prices
controlled by profiles

ing.

BETTTER EXPERIENCE

Centralized monitoring of you
web shop

A good customer feeling will give
a better experience. A better

Multiline discount expanded
with discount by weight

experience will lead to additional
sales.

Support for coupon discounts

I N T E G R AT I O N W I T H E R P
Integration with your ERP will
give you extensive business
benefits. You are able to intro-

E-commerce solutions are the driving force behind

Evision delivers this out of the box.

duce built to order principles in

most business futures. To get the best results on the

Furthermore Evision introduces a new action-interpreter

your manufacturing plants. This

e-commerce solution a need for integration with ERP is

to allow the possibility to introduce document building

will lower your inventory levels

necessarry.

for supplementing document-database. With this intro-

and reduce cost.

Integration can lead to lower performance of the entire

duction Evision answers to the desire to work with vast

Integration with your ERP will

system and could result in a less optimal oline customer

amounts of documents in supporting online customer

improve your bottom line.

experience. With Evision E-Commerce V3 we have

with for instance product manuals.

made some radical changes in our architecture and did

Several functions have been added to enable central-

a rebuilt of the entire e-commerce platform to increase

ized platform monitoring, handle errors, and check on

the speed of the platform by more then 10 times. We

potential errors that can occur when improper settings

have listened to independent analysts like Forrester and

are set during customization.

increased the speed even more.

All to bring more speed and remain reliable as platform,

As e-commerce is no longer a domestic business prop-

enabling a better eperience in your e-commerce plat-

osition it is also necessary to be able to do advanced

form.

cross border taxation and complex freight calculations,

More Features and Greater Benefits
Evision E-Commerce enables you to generate great benefits in you
e-commerce strategy. For that we provide you a rich featured e-commerce platform with many out of the box functionalities.
Just to name a few:

FREIGHT AND SHIPPING
Full support for cross border

Rich Product Data Management to fulfill demands like different kinds

freight models. But also support

product description, support tagging of picture to positively improve

for online order and pickup in a

SEO, dynamic datasheets, different display per variant.
Product management to enable virtual product lists with unlimited

store or warehouse.

product variants, define related products and complementary relations.

CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT

Category management ensuring unlimited product assortments, associate pictures to categories, hide emty category, change prices and

We provide you with functionality
with which your customer keeps
full view on his order history,
easily re-order previous orders

discounts for entire category in one move.
Unlimited number of prices and discounts per product per customer, giving more flexibility. Discount based on multiline orders, even on weight.
Real-time inventory reporting on webshop based on actuals in warehouse.

and keep as many order lists and
shopping carts as desired.

SHOPPING CART
Enabling you not only to provide

System Requirements
Microsoft Windows Server 2008R2 or later

your customer with saving his

ISS version 7 or later

shopping cart, but also enable you

.NET Framework 4.5

to follow up on abandoned shop-

2 CPU, 6 Gb RAM

ping carts.
Give you flexible check out proceses which assist you in manag-

Disk Capacity between 20 - 100 Gb depending on
amount graphics

Partner Training
Partner Support
Application Support
Technical Support
Software Assurance

Oracle 10 or later
Web CMS solution (Sitecore, EpiServer, Sitefinity or
Umbraco)

For more information on our soft-

at: www.evision-commerce.com

Quality Assurance

SQL Server 2008 or later

ing drop outs.

ware, please visit us on the Web

S E R V I C E S AVA I L A B L E

ERP System
Microsoft Dynamics NAV (3, 4, 2009, 2013)
Microsoft Dynamics AX (3, 4, 2009, 2012)
Microsoft Dynamics C5 (2008, 2010, 2012, 2014)
Support for Infor/BAAN, SAP, IBS, IFS based on project
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